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or existing solutions where-ever possible. OCR Output

event data. Strong emphasis will be placed on the use of standards and!

FATMEN, HBOOK, experiment specific code and, most importantly,

replacement products for existing packages such as GEANT, HEPDB,

Object Oriented enviromnent. Target applications include follow on or

research will work primarily but not necessarily exclusively in an

by other processes. It is expected that any system based upon this

to exist upon termination of their creating process and may be accessed

objects. Persistent objects, on the other hand, are those which continue

to exist when that process terminates. Such objects are called Transient

Manager for HEP. Objects are typically created by a process and cease

We propose to perform research in the area of a Persistent Object
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ance. We do not believe that the requirements of other scientific or commercial fields will approach OCR Output
themselves may not be capable of supporting HEP’s requirements in terms of scale and/or perform
ing based on emerging "standards" (often de-facto, rather than de-jure), but that the components
tions. Current research in other HEP software projects indicates that a suitable architecture is appear
HEP persistent storage systems and it is important that we understand their advantages and limita
Nevertheless, commercial products are now starting to offer many of the features that are required for

mentation of any HEP specific solution.
expected to have implications on the suitability of commercial solutions and on the design and imple
This is dramatically different to existing domains to which OO techniques have been applied and is
byte range (10bytes) and calibration data in the 100 GB range (10bytes) is currently foreseen.

1115
The exact data volumes that will be recorded at the LHC are still uncertain, but event data in the Peta
provision of persistence. An important consideration regarding the HEP environment is that of scale.
emerging which combine object oriented features with traditional database facilities, including the
of object persistence. In the commercial world, solutions such as Object Oriented Databases are
many powerful facilities for managing and manipulating objects, an area that is typically weak is that
that act on them would be replaced by objects. Although modern programming languages provide
and on persistent storage. In an Object Oriented environment, these data structures and the algorithms
the above information and data structure managers to handle these data structures both in memory
and, of course, event data itself. In today’s environment, we use various data structures to represent
geometry descriptions, production control information, meta-data conceming collections of events
In High Energy Physics, we typically deal with things such as histograms, calibration data, detector

2 Why we need a persistent object manager

resources in terms of manpower and funding to complete this proposed plan of work.
work of other HEP projects. We propose a set of milestones for the project and outline the necessary
dominate the domain. A potential design is described and we indicate how it can benefit from the
Management Group (OMG) and the Object Database Management Group (ODMG) that currently
model in which it could be developed and how it is related to the standards developed by the Object
We start by explaining why a persistent object manager is required, we describe an architectural

persistent object data for the LHC era.
This document therefore proposes aninvestigation into the question of storage and manipulation of
projects will need to handle persistent objects but none of them are addressing this question directly.
(OO) techniques in a wide variety of key areas for HEP computing in the LHC era. All of these
Existing DRDC projects (RDI3, RD41, RD44) are committed to the exploration of Object Oriented

exist upon termination of their creating process and may be accessed by other processes.
objects are called Transient objects. Persistent objects, on the other hand, are those which continue to
Objects are typically created by a process and cease to exist when that process terminates. Such

age and manipulation of a persistent objects for LHC era HEP experiments.
This document proposes the creation of a DRDC project to investigate the issues concerning the stor

1 Introduction



with the intention that a number of successive implementations may be required as the system OCR Output
ucts from other projects or industry. The list has been driven by the needs of LHC experiments and
tem. We hope that some (if not all) of the requirements can be filled by adopting techniques or prod
Below is a list of general requirements that should be satisfied by a persistent object management sys

5.1 Requirements

5 Towards the Persistent Object Data Manager (PODM)

think of systems.
The use of objects in the analysis stage tends to provide a closer model of the way we naturally
More realistic modeling
terms of the selection and linking of objects to carry out a given function.
controlled manner, both in terms of changes to the underlying processes and information and in
The modularity provided by the OO approach allows the design of systems to be modified in a
Flexibility and maintainability
tend to improve the quality of a system.
Both the enforcement of modularity through encapsulation and the reuse of already proven classes
Better Quality

much shorter time-scale.

If systems are mainly built from existing objects (classes) then projects can be completed in a
Faster development

the following attributes:
besieged software systems for decades. Being more objective, we can expect OO to give our software
As with most new technologies, Object Orientation is seen as a panacea for all the ills that have

4 Why OO

define more completely the exact requirements, in close collaboration with the LHC experiments.
should not be considered as final - an important component of the first phase of the project will be to
Below we list some of the features that we believe a persistent object manager should offer. This list

trate more on the architecture than the implementation.
care should be taken to avoid over-specifying the system at this early stage. As a result, we concen
As there are many unknowns concerning the computing environment that will exist in the LHC era,

3 Why the system should not be fully specified at this stage

and the running period of LHC.
nents for a persistent object data manager (PODM) should they exist or come to market between now
interfaces outlined by the various standards so that we can take full advantage of standard compo
available in an appropriate timeframe. Nevertheless, we strongly emphasize the need to adopt the
thosc of HEP in thc LHC era and arc thcrcforc sceptical that a complctc commercial solution will be



Application Objects: those that are specific to particular end-user applications. OCR Output
useful in many applications.
Common Facilities: a collection of interfaces and objects that provide general purpose capabilities
realizing and maintaining objects.
Object Services, is a collection of services with object interfaces that provides basic functions for
between application objects in a highly inter-operable manner;
Object Request Broker, or key communications element, for handling distribution of messages

techniques. To fill out this reference model, four areas of standardization have been identified:
tural goals; and an architecture (reference model) for distributed applications using object-oriented
frameworks; an abstract framework for object-oriented systems; a set of both technical and architec
ument outlines a single terminology for object-oriented languages, systems, databases and application
In 1990 the OMG published its Object Management Architecture (OMA) Guide document. This doc

scale distributed applications (open distributed processing) using object-oriented methodology.
development of command models and a common interface for the development and use of large
promotion of the object-oriented approach to software engineering in general, and

primary arms:

The Object Management Group (OMG) is an intemational software industry consortium with two

5.3 Object Management Group (OMG)

the case throughout the entire lifetime of the LHC experiments.
as a single emerging standards body for OO technology, although clearly this may not continue to be
chaos caused by such divergence. The Object Management Group (OMG) appears to be succeeding
some form of standardisation is necessary if the advantages of the technology are not to be lost in the
As the number of applications and vendors of OO technology has increased it has become clear that

.2 Architectural Model

Capable of processing persistent data written by a previous version of the software.
Capable of exploiting parallel tile systems
Provide graphical tools for data manipulation and query without programming
Capable of being used in a distributed environment (e. g over a network of machines)
Support for concurrent access to data from multiple applications
they were defined)
Provide interfaces for the most popular programming languages to all objects (irrespective of how
Effective limitless capacity for data size and number
Provide means for data definition, manipulation and query
Independent of underlying storage technology
Independent of operating system and machine architecture

help of the collaborators from various experiments, during the first phase of the project.
cvolvcs. It must bc strcsscd that this rcquircmcuts list is not cxhaustivc and will bc refined, with the



retrieve and store data. Such systems are normally based on one of the following techniques: OCR Output
With traditional development techniques it has been necessary to code explicit I/O commands to

5.4 Persistent storage techniques

provide us with immediate access to all the publications and the right to participate to subgroups.
CERN ’s application to become an associate member has recently been accepted by OMG which will

5.3.3 CERN membership of OMG

guage and target format
One or more back ends (BEs) for taking the processed input and producing output in a target lan
A parser and attendant utilities
A main program for driving the compilation process

_,,_ guage (IDL) implementation is divided into three parts:
made freely available, courtesy of Sun Microsystems. This release of the Interface Definition Lan
IDL is OMG’s language for specifying the interface to objects. An IDL compiler front—end has been

5.3.2 Interface Definition Language (IDL)

dynamically compose requests and invoke them.
lessly interconnects multiple object systems. Dynamic Invocation Interfaces (DII) permit clients to
between applications on different machines in heterogeneous distributed environments and seam
make requests and receive responses, as defined by OMG’s ORB. The ORB provides interoperability
more commonly known as simply CORBA, provides the mechanisms by which objects transparently
The OMG publication entitled ‘Common Object Request Broker: Architecture and Specification’

5.3.1 Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)

iiitiii iiii ’iii’ i i‘t iti‘ii’ti*iiiiiiiii i*i iii iiii iii i' i t

Figure 1 OMG’s Object Management Architecture Overview



application’s operations and data. A standard is critical to making such applications practical. OCR Output
far-reaching, integrating the programming language and database system, and encompassing all of an
and SQL language. Standardisation is even more important for ODBMS because their scope is more
of the success of relational database systems is due to their standardisation irrterms of a data model
To date, the lack of a standard for ODBMS has been a limitation to their more widespread use. Much

among the object database portion of all those standards.
organizations (OMG, ANSI, ISO, STEP, PCT E, CFI, etc.), they plan to encourage commonality
cantly accelerate progress towards effective adoption of the standard. By submitting it to relevant
of customer software across their products. By supporting the same interface, they expect to signifi
The ODMG is an informal consortium of ODBMS vendors working on standards to allow portability

5.5.1 Object Database Management Group (ODMG)

substantial performance advantages through data caching in applications.
copy and translate data between database and prograrnrning language representations, and supports
unnecessary to learn a separate data manipulation language (DML), obviates the need to explicitly
grates database capabilities with the application programming language. This transparency makes it
viding only a high-level language such as SQL for data manipulation, an ODBMS transparently inte
that would be lost if an alternative were chosen, such as a purely relational database. Rather than pro
tion, as well as the ability to have a strong equivalence with object-oriented programs, an equivalence
relational operations on an object-oriented database. ODBMS allow all the benefits of object-orienta
support for object-oriented features such as methods and inheritance. It is also possible to provide
own identity or object-id (as opposed to a purely value—oriented approach). In addition, they provide
more traditional relational databases because they allow structured sub-objects, each object having its
Object-Oriented Databases are databases that support objects and classes. They are different from the

5.5 Object Oriented Database Management Systems (ODBMS)

manently in memory.
the updated object is stored correctly. In this way developers can treat all objects as if they were per
memory and fetch it if not. Similarly, if a method updates the attributes of an object it can ensure that
classes. Thus whenever a method for an object is invoked it can first check whether the object is in
In OO systems retrieval and storage can be transparent, as they can be built in to the methods of the

overheads in terms of performance and demands on the underlying operating system.
tion and manipulation (SQL). Such databases offer more functionality than fiat files but have more
data base provides support for multi-user concurrent access and a specific language for data defini
Data are mapped onto the structures of the underlying database in terms of tables and rows. The

relational database

HEP software packages.
single-user applications that do not require concurrent multi-user data access and is widely used in
Data are stored in to Hles using the operating system’s file system. This technique is suitable for

conventional file



query. OCR Output

the moment) can manipulate persistent objects including object definition, manipulation, and
Define how applications written in the supported programming languages (C++ and Smalltalk for
Programming language bindings
and programmatic query as an extension of SQL
A declarative (non-procedural) language for querying and updating database objects for interactive
Object Query Language (OQL)
object models (schemas)
Language (IDL) and provides a programming language independent mechanism to express user
The data definition language for the database. ODL is a superset of the OMG’s Interface Definition
Object Definition Language (ODL)

OMG model.

Model. Components (such as relationships) that are necessary for ODBMS have been added to the
The common data model to be supported by the ODBMS that integrates with OMG’s Object
Object Model

The ODMG specification consists of the following:



anisms (e. g. ZEBRA) to this new environment should be envisaged. OCR Output
mechanisms as they become available. A means of transferring data from existing HEP storage mech
conforms to the OMG architecture model in such a way that data can be migrated to new storage
that we investigate the development of an alternative storage mechanism specific to HEP but which
and may not do so in the required timescale. As a safe guard against such a situation, it is proposed
developed to a state that can fully support LHC’s requirements in terms of performance and capacity
tion overhead by developing a way to store and retrieve their own objects. ODBMS have not yet
Applications that do not need the full power of an ODBMS can save in both complexity and execu

5.6 ODBMS alternatives

database
ApplicationODBMS
Running

metadata

Binary
oDBMs runtime\ ( ApPii¢a¢i¤¤

files)
(and source application
Class Headers \ / User coded

preprocessor

ODL

declarations

data

ODL

Figure 2 ODMG hierarchy of languages and steps in the generation of an ODBMS application
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Figure 3 A Possible Design for PODM within the ODMG architecture framework

form object manipulation
An Application Programming Interface (API) for non-OO languages (FORTRAN and C) to per
A class library for OO languages (initially C++) to perform object manipulation
A ODL parser that converts the data deiinition into a PODM representation

This alternative storage mechanism could have the following components:
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programs (MOP [25]) and are evaluating several OO analysis and design methods.
started adding object persistence to the prototypes using a home-made file based scheme for Eiffel
totypes experience will be gained in Object Oriented analysis, design and implementation. They have
Energy Physics reconstruction and analysis code at the LHC. By working on some well defined pro
Moose will study the viability of the Object Oriented approach for software development for High

• MOOSE

gated the use of commercial ODBMS and software development using OO methods and CASE tools.
suitable to host various LHC style data acquisition studies. As part of this work they have investi
The RD13 project was approved in April 1991 for the development of a scalable data taking system

• RDI 3

been done.

rate closely with these projects in order to profit from and contribute to the work that has been already A
The work outlined in this proposal is related to several other DRDC projects. We intend to collabo

5.7.1 Related DRDC projects

language.
OO to be demonstrated in a real experiment without the trauma of a complete change of programming
future system. By offering OO features in both C and Fortran environments, it allows the benefits of
used with or without ZEBRA and can certainly be considered as an interesting prototype for any
OO style, the appropriate method is invoked by sending a message to anobject. DSPACK may be
mer. DSPACK supports the following OO concepts: polymorphism, methods and inheritance. In true
DSPACK system, introduces object oriented concepts that are available to the C or Fortran program
package for the manipulation and storage of data, called DSPACK[5], has been developed. The
NA49 is a fixed target heavy ion experiment at CERN SPS. As part of the experiment’s software, a

· NA49

from their experience with CORBA [6] and CORBA compliant systems.
ence and establish appropriate links with members of the PASS team. In particular, we wish to gain
of mass storage than we currently intend to do. However , we must clearly benefit from their experi
PASS are explicitly targeting only event data, and are placing much more emphasis on the questions
forms. Much of the work performed inthe PASS project is directly relevant to this one, although
commercial solution, ObjectStore [3] from ObjectDesign‘Inc., which is available for numerous plat
object manager. The PASS project wrote their own system, named Ptool [2], and also worked with a
An essential component that was identified early on in the PASS project [1] was that of a persistent

• PASS

edge gained from their implementations as a basis for the PODM development.
techniques. We have surveyed the most well known of these packages and intend to use the knowl
Many HEP experiments have addressed the issue of data persistence by developing their own storage

5.7 Related projects



tions OCR Output

Add ODMG Object Query Language capabilities. Evaluate if OQL is suitable for HEP applica
CORBA-compliant object request broker.
Investigate distributed object management by implementing an application using a commercial
a means of evaluating the functionality and performance of ODBMS.
Develop a prototype application using an ODBMS that is conformant to the ODMG 93 standard as
Develop metrics for each of these application areas by which prototypes may be judged.
ends can be developed for other HEP specific persistent systems such as MOP and PASS.
possible migration path for existing applications towards the new OO system. Altemative back
subset of ODL) which will implement persistence using ZEBRA. This step is intended to show a
Develop a back—end to one of the publicly available OMG’s Interface Definition Language (IDL- a
retrieving them in another (e.g.Eiffel).
Evaluate possibilities of language independence by storing objects in one language (e.g. C++) and

tron.

This evaluation will take the form of a prototype which will add persistence to a chosen applica
Evaluate the ODMG’s Object Definition Language (ODL) as a suitable data definition language.

which will help us gain experience with both OO and object persistence.
ing suggests that we will start with some of the simpler applications, such as a production database,
lowing items of work. Although event data is clearly the most important area to target, current think
not possible to precisely specify the areas of investigation but current thinking would include the fol
a set of metrics to be developed, and which will enable a detailed design document to be written. It is
The goals of the second phase of the project will be to undertake detailed prototyping, to be judged by

6.2 Phase 2

for some six months.

the goal of identifying areas requiring detailed prototyping in a second phase. This first phase will last
Store. A limited amount of prototyping will be necessary but will be restricted to simple cases, with

»-— and outside CERN. It would also include evaluations of existing packages such as Ptool and Object
would involve detailed discussions with the LHC collaborations and with experts from both inside
The tirst phase of the project will be devoted to obtaining a more complete requirements list and

6.1 Phase 1

6 Project Phases

off-line software. GEANT4 will be an important application for the PODM development.
ented environment and intends to contribute to the production of a general framework for the LHC
This project will bc a tlrst attempt t0 re-design a major package of CERN software for an object—ori

• GEANT4



months per year would be required. OCR Output
project, but experience with previous (simpler!) systems would suggest that a minimum of 24 man
Phase 3: It is too early to predict exactly how much manpower will be required for this phase of the

Phases 1 and 2: 30-36 man months per year. (Includes one full-time associate).

on any documents or proposals that are produced.
‘Friends" are people who support the project and participate to the level of reading and commenting

signed the current proposal and will make some significant contribution to the project itself.
P59 collaborators are grouped into "members" and “friends". "Members" are those people who have

7.1 Members and Friends

7 Manpower

September 1995 at CHEP’95
February-March 1995 at CERN

liminary list of workshops has been schedules as follows:
organised to coincide with popular HEP conferences and activities in order to minimize travel. A pre
between P59 authors, friends and others who are also active in this area. The workshops are being
It is our intention to organise a number of workshops in which PODM issues can be discussed

.5 Workshops

CORBA-compliant object request broker, such as Orbix or ORBeline from PostModem.
Investigate distributed object management by implementing arrapplication using a commercial
tionality and performance of ODBMS.
ODBMS that is conformant to the ODMG 93 standard, e.g. O2, as a means of evaluating the func
Develop a prototype application , such as a calibration/geomeuy/production database, using an

for HEP.

Evaluate the ODMG’s Object Definition Language (ODL) as a suitable data definition language

completed in the first year.
We propose the following milestones from the above list of work items as those which should be

6.4 Proposed milestones for the first year

of a HEP persistent object manager.
phases, in particular the various prototypes, would be used as input to the design and implementation
The third phasc of thc project would be the implementation phase. That is, the results of the first two

6.3 Phase 3



gence Ltd., ISBN 1-897977-33-6. OCR Output
‘Object Oriented Report, Geoff Seel, Financial Object Resources Ltd., Cambridge Market Intelli
used as a general basis for the philosophy behind this paper but are directly referenced in the paper
Below is the list of other documents referenced in this proposal. A number of books have also been

10 References

symposia from 92-96 etc.), no problems in terms of` information flow are expected in this area.
Mass Storage activities (member of the technical committee, member of organising committees of
Storage Symposia. As the spokesman for this project is also heavily involved in the various IEEE
model compliance is claimed or simply that the work is presented at one of the regular IEEE Mass
nected to the IEEE Computer Society Reference Model for Mass Storage Systems, in the sense the
majority of the work that is carried out in the area of Mass Storage Systems is to some degree con
Mass Storage requirements much beyond the scale required, namely for a multi-PB system. The
as to whether the data will be stored in files or some other format, it is not possible to specify our
face to some Mass Storage System is required. At this stage of the project, when it is completely open

»· bytes (PB) of new event data per year. This data cannot all be stored on disk and so clearly an inter
event data. The ATLAS and CMS technical proposals predict a requirement to store multiple Peta
Clearly, the most demanding application that must be solved in terms of Object Persistence is that of

9 Relationship between P59 and Mass Storage

not include the associate in 1995.)
Funds to pay for travel and subsistence for external P59 collaborators: 100 KSF per year (this does
Funds for hardware on which software can be developed and/or evaluated: 40KSF in the first year.
Funds for trial licenses of appropriate software (e.g. ObjectStore): 50 KSF per year.

resources are requested:
Our financial requests to the DRDC amount to 100 KSF per year. In particular, the following

8 Resources



the proposal.
We gratefully acknowledge the help of Bob Jones, CERN/ECP, in preparing this revised version of
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